consistently found hTPX2 protein levels to be reduced below 1% of those in untreated cells ( Figure 2D ). Knockdown of hTPX2 resulted in two effects. First, loss of hTPX2 arrested cells in mitosis. In three independent experiments, cells treated with hTPX2 siRNA Summary showed a mitotic index of 30%, whereas control cells showed a mitotic index of 3% (n ϭ at least 300 cells; Bipolar spindle formation is essential for the accurate segregation of genetic material during cell division. Figure 2E ). Second, more than 40% of the mitotic cells after siRNA treatment had spindles with more than two Although centrosomes influence the number of spindle poles during mitosis, motor and non-motor micropoles ( cells (Figures 1E-G) . of nocodazole was confirmed by Western blot analysis (our unpublished data). In hTPX2-depleted cells treated with nocodazole, 94% (n ϭ 100, two independent experi-3 Correspondence: kapoor@rockefeller.edu
ments) of mitotic cells contained two distinct ␥-tubulin
between hTPX2-depleted and control extracts ( Figure  4B ). Western blotting demonstrated that the efficiency foci, and only one cell was observed with more than two foci (Figures 3D-G) . Thus, the appearance of the of hTPX2 depletion was essentially 100%, and no hTPX2 was detectable in the subsequent soluble and insoluble peri-centrosomal component ␥-tubulin at supernumerary spindle poles in cells lacking hTPX2 is microtubule fractions. In the absence of hTPX2, we observed no detectable change in the efficiencies with which any dependent. It has previously been demonstrated that peri-centrosomal material does not fragment during a other aster-associated components, including human KLP2, were recruited to microtubule asters in this sysprolonged mitotic arrest in nocodazole [10] and that ␥-tubulin targeting to centrosomes does not depend on tem ( Figure 4C ). These data demonstrate that human TPX2 does not play an essential role in focusing microtumicrotubules [11] . Taken Fig-4C) . Microtubule organization into asters and NuMA concentration at the aster cores were indistinguishable ure 5D). To test whether the release of Eg5 inhibition would result in the reformation of multipolar spindles from monopolar arrays in hTPX2-depleted cells, we utilized 
Conclusions
The data presented here demonstrate that hTPX2 plays that hTPX2, perhaps relying on microtubule cross-linking activity, plays a structural role within the spindle an essential role in spindle organization and centrosome integrity in cultured vertebrate cells. Loss of hTPX2 to maintain cohesion among all spindle microtubules within each half spindle. Structural support provided by leads to multipolar spindles and fragmentation of pericentrosomal material through a mechanism that is indehTPX2 most likely maintains spindle integrity as various microtubule-dependent motors exert force on spindle pendent of microtubule minus-end focusing at spindle poles. The most likely explanation for these results is microtubules, and we speculate that an appropriate bal- 
